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Boros is a 2D puzzle/action endless game inspired by the greatest hits like Zuma and Luxor, designed for both casual and
hardcore players.

Boros has a challenging gameplay and is easy to play. Beautiful backgrounds and exciting music set up a really nice atmosphere
inspired in Mayan culture and others.

The player must move a gigantic snake around his world to protect it from enemy blocks. After a while enemies will gain more
and more speed increasing game difficulty. But don't worry, if you want to, you may choose to play at a slower speed. Or maybe
try nightmare speed (our favorite). Earn coins by completing levels or matching blocks and unlock awesome skins that change

your playstyle.
Including different game modes such as Adventure, Match-3, Local Versus and more!

 Simple mechanic and challenging gameplay

 +20 different skins, play as Skelenbor, Ancient Boros, Boros Prime, My Little Boros and many more!

 Each skin has unique bonuses that can change gameplay (i.e: Faster blocks, slower blocks, more coins or even rainbows)

 Different game modes such as Adventure, Match-3, Local Versus and more!

 Endless gameplay
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Title: BOROS
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kraken Bit
Publisher:
Kraken Bit
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and above

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: HD Graphics 500

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Disclaimer: I received this game as part of a bundle. $219 for 8 Simulater games.

After watching a Youtube video, it still took me 5 min to figure out how to get the pigs in the stalls. There is a chicken coop,
and tons of chickens, but I couldn't figure out how to get the chickens in the coop. I hear cows....
Can't find the cows.
After standing next to the tractor for another 5 min. wildly pressing buttons, I finally managed to get on the tractor.
Opened store to buy equipment.
Game crashed to desktop.

Well, that was a waste of 20min.
Even though I only paid 1/8th of $2.19 for this technically.. I still feel ripped off.
Graphics are bad.. Controls are bad, The entire interface is needlessly over complicated. Lots of Icons implying that there is
stuff you can interact with.. but how? That's the big question.. impossible to win
. Open world walk for 10min hit the end of the map and fall to my death.World is empty did not see 1 zombie in the open world
i think the most fun i had with this was jumping of the edge of map. It is alpha but i don't see this game going far.. This isn't a
documentary about "how to be a game developer" or anything like that. It's a look at the culture and direction that current
independent game development has, and what about that development appeals to people. Featuring a lot of interviews with
people like Zoe Quinn, John Romero, Rami Ismail, and Christine Love, as well as footage from PAX, GDC, and Train Jam, it's
a pretty wide look at what sorts of people are finding success (and sometimes failure) in games.

It also features a host of extra interviews with Mattie Brice, Nina Freeman, and more. Very well-polished - as a documentary,
it's excellent in terms of visual and audio quality. It currently seems to be streaming-only, so if you're looking for a
downloadable version, you'll need to find it elsewhere.

If you're interested in the more interesting people and games currently coming out of the indie games community, I'd give it a
watch.. Purty...purty...purty...purty...purty good.. Creating a modern game that uses a command line interface may not be the
most well-received idea, but it certainly isn't a bad one. After all, text adventures and menu-driven RPG's are great. So maybe
something like this, which requires the user to input more console-like strings of commands (similar to entering commands on a
CLI-based operating system) could prove interesting as well. Such a game could make a decent puzzler, requiring lateral
thinking and a willingness to learn a primitive in-game operating system.

But it isn't. This game sucks. Hard.

At first, I felt a little bad about trashing an author who released a game that is, in theory, at least very clever. But then I read the
other reviews wherein the reviewers correctly accused the developer of cobbling this game together using stolen, mostly pre-
written game code designed to assist those wishing to learn how to develop games in the Unity game engine. Not only were the
assets and code stolen, but it appears as if the author had no idea to even play the original game, as this version appears to be
unwinnable. There are simply not enough commands to lead your robot to your desired location and execute the desired actions.
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Either that or the "author" simply didn't bother to document all of the available commands. Even if the game is somehow able to
be winnable, there are only four levels, which would make it too short to play for more than a couple sessions anyway.

My guess is that the developer simply threw this junk together in such a way that it seemed vaguely playable at first glance, then
decided to release and sell it without even attempting to do any playtesting or troubleshooting. I'm all for indie devs making
primitive (and even really bad) games, but this type of thing shouldn't be allowed on Steam. It is theft, with the developer
shamelessly stealing from both from the author of the original code, and from the users who bought it.

I recommend steering clear of this and anything else put out by Dexion Games, who appears have released many, many ill-
gotten titles.. easy game until you get overwhelmed by balls. then it gets interesting
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The game is not as horrible as the nay sayers have been droning on about. However to be fair the game is far from perfect. I got
the game expecting the worst based on the reviews. But it seems the developer has been taking a look at the reviews both here
and other media and slowy fixing some of the more "painful" issues.

I have had no major issues with the game up to this point, most of the issues I've had were with game play as there are certain
things that can be improved upon with ship to ship combat and cockpit layout.

For what its worth I think this is a great contribution from the independant developer side of the house. So far I have been
enjoying the game. If the Dev of this project keeps adding to this game I believe you'll have a decent space sim over some time.
But alot more work is needed. Adding joystick support would greatly add to the feel of a space sim. As well add difficulty
settings for the entire campaing rather than just in the instant action portion of the game. All in all I hope the developer keeps
adding to this game, because I see alot of potential here.. This extra content helps you unlock the RollerSkates and the Inflatable
Insoles. The RollerSkates are nice to have if you are into melee combat and like to move around fast. To become really hard to
hit with the skates isn't hard if your are the smallest body type. The Inflatable Insoles help you jump to new heights and give you
that extra boost when jumping. This downloadable content is good to have if you want to get ahead of the competition.
You can skip buying this and buy these items with in-game money. This just gives it to you early, I recommend it if you want to
speed things up.. Sorry guys the music on the levels for this game is TERRIBLE!

If you improved the music then I could give it a 8/10 but for now maybe 5.5/10 MAX.. wasnt happy with this game. physics are
broken. bikes have no power and will not turn. the first supercross game felt like you could literally attack every track and ride
very agressive all while still being smooth. this game is almost a 180 from that feeling. you have very hard time building or
keeping momentum on every course. I tried present tuning and modifying the bike in many ways to past milestone games to no
avail. MX games should feel fun and smooth, this isnt it. Ive played every MX game since the early 2000s as my previous MX
game experience goes. I will say visually this game rocks.. Great experience. Had my wife dancing and squeeing at being able to
cast spells and mix potions. Not much replay value but for free you really can't complain.

Good way to demo what VR can be to friends.. Great game. Frustrating, addicting and hard.
Definitly worth the money.. This game was♥♥♥♥♥♥ 10/10
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